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.Pre f'ace~

The purpose of this study was to analyze how a re-

flectcd wave is disturbed as it propagates from a reflecting

surface to a receiver plane via a thermally bloomed medium.

Previous studies on this subject have been done. However,

this study incorporates more sophisticated models for the

thermal blooming and ray propagation portions of the

analysis.

Along with the return wave analysis, this report

includes a computer program developed to perform a

geometrical ray trace through the thermally bloomed medium.

The program is thoroughly documented and can be easily

adapted to any blooming model. In its present form , the 7 r

program is adapted for use with the Air Force Weaponsl

Laboratory blooming model known as PROPMD. f-- n

I would like to thank my advisor, Major John Erklila of Z

the Air Force Institute of Technology, for his timely guid-'

ance that was so essential to the progress of this study.,

Thanks also goes to Major William MacInnes of the Air Force (
Weapons Laboratory for his help with the PROPMD computer!

code. And finally, I want to express my gratitude to my

family for their consideration and support throughout the

entire study.

Michael T. Baker
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Abstract

A computer code was developed to perform a geometrical

ray trace of a light ray from a target plane to a receiver

plane via a thermally bloomed medium. Thermal blooming was

modeled using an Air Force Weapons Laboratory computer code

called PROPMD.

Ray traces were done for various degrees of thermal

blooming, and Strehl ratio calculations were made for each

situation. Also, contour plots of the ray optical path

deviations across the receiver plane were made.

Results showed that a ray's direction of propagation

was virtually unaffected by refraction. Disturbance of the

ray was due totally to the effect of thermal blooming on the

optical path length of the ray. In severe blooming

situations, calculated Strehl ratios were less than 0.1.

However, limiting the size of the receiver optics to

something less than the size of a high-energy beam grid led

to improved Strehl ratios.
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RETURN WAVE ANALYSIS IN A THERMALLY BLOOMED MFI)IUM

I INT OUIION

Background

Propagation of a high power laser beam through an

absorbing medium has been shown to be a nonlinear process.

As the beam propagates, some of' its energy is absorbed by

the medium, and this absorption induces temperature changes

within the medium. The temperature changes affect the

density of the medium which in turn affect the refractive

index n through the relationship

where n0 is the refractive index of the quiescent medium, f

is its quiescent gas density, nI is the index change, and

is the density change. The relationship between temperature

and density is such that as temperature increases, density

(and refractive index) decreases. If we consider the

irradiance profile of a Gaussian beam where the center of

the beam is the hottest area, the medium resembles a

negative lens (see Figure 1) and the beam is defocused (Ref

1:27-19). yk

I l

Figure 1. Heated Medium Resembles Negative Lens
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When a crosswind (wind traveling in a direction

perpendicular to that of the laser beam) is present, heating

across the beam is redistributed and the refractive index

profile for the beam changes (see Figure 2). This change is

due to the cooling effect that the wind has on the beam. As

parcels of air within the beam are heated up, they are swept

out of the beam by the wind. Since the downwind portion of

the beam sees less of a cooling effect than the upwind

portion, the index profile resembles that shown in Figure 2.

In addition to causing the beam to diverge slightly, this

profile also causes the beam to bend into the wind.

WIND --- >Y1

Figure 2. Refractive Index Profile with Crosswind

From the standpoint of classical geometrical optics, if

the refractive index of any point within the beam can be

determined, then a Snell's Law analysis of a light ray

traveling inside the beam can be performed. Furthermore, a

calculation of the optical path length (OPL) can be made for

any particular ray, the OPL being the integral of the

refractive index along the ray path.
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With the help of an Air Force Weapons Laboratory (AFWL)

computer code called PROPMD and the basic assumptions listed

later in this section, a geometrical optics analysis is

possible.

An analysis of this nature is of interest to AFWL s~nce

low power lasers (serving as tracking lasers) share the same

aperture as and travel colinearly with high power laser

beams. If it were possible for the laser operator to form

an image of the target by using the return wave reflections

from the target, then the laser operator could determine not

only if he was hitting the target but also what specific

area of the target he was hitting.

Problem

The problem investigated in this study is the analysis

in the receiver plane of a wave that has emanated from a

point in the target plane, and traveled through a thermally

bloomed medium to the receiver.

The analysis does not include the effects of

diffraction on the propagation. Furthermore, the analysis

is related only to the return wave prior to its entering the

receiver imaging optics.

.3l



A ss m p tion s

It must be emphasized that the accuracy of all results

of this research are dependent upon the overall accuracy of

the PROPMD computer code calculations. Based on an analysis

of PROPMD calculations and on certain properties of the

PROPMD code, the following assumptions are made:

a. The value of the index of refraction for any

particular x-y coordinate point in an index screen (an array

of index values in a plane perpendicular to the direction of

ray propagation) remains constant for that x-y position from

a z coordinate point midway between that index screen and

the preceding index screen to a z coordinate point midway

between that index screen and the next successive index

screen.

b. Based on the first assumption, refraction takes

place only at points in the plane midway between any two

index screens.

c. The index of refraction value used in calculating

the OPL between any two successive index screens is (through

linear interpolation) the average value of the two indices.

The basic assumptions of the PROMPD code are:

a. The beam has been on long enough to establish a

steady-state irradiance distribution.

b. The heat transfer process within the beam is

instantaneous, thus producing instantaneous temperature

changes that translate to instantaneous refractive index

4



SIhan ge s.

c. The high-energy beam has an unperturbed irradiance

profile that is Gaussian in shape.

d. The medium through which the beam passes is free of

turbulence and is flowing at a constant velocity that is

much less than the speed of sound.

The wavelength of the high-energy beam used in this

study is 10.6 micrometers.

No consideration is given to rays that reach the edge

of the beam grid prior to reaching the receiver plane. The

rays are allowed to leave the grid and are not included in

calculations made in the receiver plane.

Development

The design of the ray trace algorithm is presented in

chapter II. Special attention is given to certain portions

of the computer code that are special adaptations of

otherwise general knowledge.

In Chapter III, the methods of anaylsis are discussed.

The various results of the analysis are compared in Chapter

IV, and the conclusions and recommendations are presented in

Chapter V.

J0



II COMPUTER QD-, PEVELOPMENT

The most difficult and time consuming portion of this

study has been the development and validation of the

computer code that performs the geometrical ray trace.

However, before the ray trace progi'am could be used, certain

other data were needed.

PROPMD Data

Ea 'ly in this research effort, PROPMD was studied in

order to understand the mechanics of the program and where

certain information is calculated within the program. A

discussion of how PROPMD functions, the changes made to it,

and a sample listing of the input parameters used can be

found in Appendix B.

Design Intent

The ray trace program called TRACE is designed to

propagate a ray from a specified position in the target

plane to the receiver plane through a medium whose

refractive index varies as a function of position. As the

ray propagates, its initial direction and velocity are

affected by the variations in density and refractive index

from point to point. This requires a three-dimensional (3-

D) Snell's Law refraction (see Appendix A for detailed

development) of the ray at points along the propagation path

where refractive index changes are significant.

I6



Additionally, a cumulative calculation of the OPL is needed

with

OPL n er dr

where

n = refractive index

r = the vector between the two index screens

IS. = ith index screen1

As stated in the previous chapter, the linear interpolation

between planes gives

(~r) [e..,+ (3

Thus, the form of the OPL equation

oPL- j : ,, (4) I

OPL

is used for all calculations within TRACE.

Index Screen Locations

TRACE is designed to be given the location of the index

screens along the propagation path. As each index screen

location is read, the appropriate midplane locations are

determined for later calculations of refraction and OPL.

7
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As a ray propagates to a new midplane, its angle of

incidence (with respect to the surface normal of the

midplane) is calculated as well as its new x-y coordinates.

The next step is then to determine the value of n at that x-

y coordinate in the index plane. This determination of the

value is based on a linear interpolation subroutine called

ANDEX. ANDEX reads in a square m1atrix representing the

index distribution across the index plane. Based on the

spacing between array values (grid spacing value determined

by PROPMD), a linear interpolation is performed. Since the

coordinate system of PROPMD is opposite to that of the ray

trace, the interpolation begins in the upper right-hand

corner of the index grid where rj(1,1) is located.

Optical Path Difference (OPDj In Receiver Plcnc

In order to determine what changes the irT-Le ir, the

receiver plane has undergone, it is necessary to dcter7.ine

how much the phase front of the actual im, age wove differs

* from that of a perfectly spherical wave that ha5 propagated

the same range distance through an unperturbed medium. This

ideal value of OPL is subtracted from the cUmulative OPL

value for each ray. To find the true CPD within the

receiver plane for each ray, (see Figure 3) is found

8on



using

The final OPD is found using

OPD =OPL - n
where nf is the final refractive index for any particular

ray (Ref 3:197). Figure 3 assumes that n0 is the final

index value and that 9 is small compared to z.

z

Figure 3. Geometry of OPD Calculation.

Strehl Ra-ti_ (Refs 4 :151 3 ;5 :460-464)

If the variations in OPD across the receiver plane are

small enough (on the order of 0.5 wavelengths or less), then

the Strehl ratio (a ratio of the peak intensity in the focal

plane of a disturbed wave front to the peak intensity in the

focal plane of an ideal undisturbed wave front) can be

9..



approximated by

S4rek - "-- [T 2](

where

op = the average of the square of OPD

OpD = the square of the average OPD

X = the wavelength

Receiver Plane MHskJ.ng

In order to analyze how the Strehl ratio varies as the

size of the receiver plane being analyzed is varied, a

parameter call MASK is input to TRACE. This parazmeter

determines what radius with respect to the center of the

receiver plane is analyzed in the Strehl ratio calculations.

Program Verification

The validity of the refraction and propagation portions

of TRACE were verified by simulating a propagation through

three phase screens. The index values at each plane were

constants. The output values of TRACE were checked against

hand calculations and found to be consistent.

The interpolation portion of the program was verified

by inputting a 4x4 index array to TRACE. The previously

determined indices for selected points on the index grid

were then compared to the interpolated values from TRACE.

10



The comparison showed com~plete agreement between th(, two

values.



III ANIAL1YSI

Since there are so many parameters in the thermal

blooming model that can be varied, all parameters except

power, number of screens, and crosswind velocity are kept

constant (see Appendix B for a complete listing of PROPMD

parameters). All analysis is for a range of 1000 meters,

and the power levels studied are 100, 10,000, 25,000,

50,000, 75,000, and 100,000 watts. Analysis of these power

levels is done for crosswind velocities of 2.57 and 144.

meters per second for both 5 and 10 screens.

Due to the problems with computer access and job turn

around, the size of the index array at each index screen is

limited to 64 x 64. This array size directly affects the

distance between array points, and, ultimately, the

resolution of index changes.

Receiver Plane Contours

As discussed earlier, a high-energy laser beam will

bend into the wind when a crosswind is present, and the

downwind portion of the beam will have a lower refractive

index than the upwind portion. One will then see a symmetry

transverse to the crosswind direction when contour plots of

the OPD in the receiver plane are plotted for waves

originating from an on-axis point in the target plane.

12



Strehl Ratio

The Strehl ratio is the standard of measurement for

return wave quality in this study. Since the Strehl ratio is

directly related to phases and phases are directly related

to OPD's, the Strehl ratio calculation can be made using the

final OPD values. Furthermore, it might be possible to

determine if the return wave over a certain area of the

receiver plane is less affected than that of another area.

Part of the analysis deals with a masking of the receiver

plane such that the Strehl calculations include only thcse

values of OPD falling within a previously specified radius

of the center of the receiver plane.

Location Of Blooming Effects

In an attempt to determine at what point along the

propagation path the thermal blooming has its greatest

effect on the return wave, various numbers of inidex screens

are skipped before refraction takes place. Up to and

including the screen skipped, the OPL calculation uses n

so as to simulate propagation through an ambient medium.

The Strehl ratios with the various screens skipped can then

be compared to determine which screens contribute the most

to OPD.

13
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IV ALS LTS

The findings being discussed in this section are the

result of analyzing data generated through the following

process:

1. Executing the PROPID program using a selected

combination of input parameters.

2. Executing the DATA program to translate the PROPMD

program output into the required sequence of index screens.

3. Executing the TRACE program to calculate the final

x-y positions and OPD values for the input values of ray

origin and launch angle representing a bundle of rays

directed from the target back to the receiver (TRACE uses

the index screen information to do the refraction and OPD

calculations).

4. Drawing contour plots and making Strehl ratio

calculations using the OPD values for those rays that have

propagated to the receiver plane.

The following discussion attempts to explain the

findings in each major area of analysis. Particularly

significant results are highlighted, and comparisons are

made of data differences associated with the variation of

PROPMD input parameters.

2ay Refraction and Tilt

In this portion of the analysis, a contour plot of OPD

14



values for each ray with respect to that ray's final x-y

position in the receiver plane was made. As expected, these

plots showed the OPD to be symmetric with respect to the

crosswind flow direction. As can be seen in Figures 4, 5,

and 6; the contours are similiar with only the distance

between the OPD contour lines changing. From a total

variation in OPD of 0.5 waves (waves = OPD/X) at 25,000

watts, we see a variation of 2.0 waves at 100,000 watts.

When comparing each ray's final x-y position to the

projected position for that same ray had it traveled through

a homogeneous medium, we find that there is no deviation of

the rays. This comparison implies that, for the beam powers

and ranges studied herein, ray refraction effects are

negligible.

However, there is a nearly linear variation of OPD

versus distance in the direction of wind flow. A linear

variation of phase is equivalent to tilt of the wavefront,

and phase can be directly related to OPD. The tilt is

related to the bending into the wind of the high energy beam

that disturbed the medium. Wavefronts propagating throush

this disturbed medium also tend to bend. This bending

causes returning wavefronts to be tilted with respect to the

receiver plane.

The refraction technique used in this study does not

correct the ray direction to account for the presence of

wavefront tilt, so a rough calculation was done to estimate

15
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Figure 4. OPD Contour Plot for Power of 25,000 W(10- 4)
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the wavefront tilt for a beam po.:er of 100,000 watts. From

Figure 6, the change in OPD frorr the center of the grid to

the right-hand edge gives an estirmated tilt of approximately

2 microradians. For a range of 1000 meters, this tilt

causes a ray translation of 2 millimeters in the receiver

plane. Compared to the untilted ray translations for this

beam power, the tilt translation is small and can be

ignored. However, The combination of higher beam powders and

longer propagation ranges could produce a significant amount

of translation.

Strehl Calculations

Since the variation in OPD for Figure 6 is large, the

Strehl ratio for 100,000 watts will be very low. Thus, any

imaging system looking at a grid area the same size s that,

of the high energy beam will be severely affected.

The effects of looking at smaller areas within the

receiver plane proved to be very important. In general,

the analysis showed that by looking at smaller areas within

receiver plane, one could calculate a better Strehl ratio.

Figure 7 is a comparison of Strehl ratios for a crosswind cf

144 m/s. The Strehl ratios for a crosswind of 2.57 m/s were

all zero and did not require plotting. Even for powers of

75,000 to 100,000 watts, the Strehl ratio is better when a

receiver radius of 0.1 meters is used, and the ratio starts

to fall off rapidly as the radius is increased. This

19
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observation fits well when you consider Figure 6. Though

there is a significant amount of OPD variation across the

receiver plane, the variation over small portions of the

plane are thtmselves small. However, it should be under-

stood that limiting the aperture radius reduces the input

signal. Thus, this reduced input signal can lead to a

reduced signal-to-noise ratio and no significant improvement

in the quality of a final image.

Location Of Blooming Effects

An attempt was made to determine which screen or

screens contribute most to the reduction of the Strehl

ratio. Figures 8, 9, and 10 are plots of the Strehl ratio

when successive index screens are skipped or eliminated from

the Strehl ratio calculation.

The plots reveal that the thermal blooming effects for

higher beam powers are concentrated in the middle index

planes (at 200 to 300 meters from the target plane). Index

planes nearest the target have little effect on the Strehl

ratio.

This observation does not appear to agree with

published findings. It has been experimentally determined

that blooming of a focused beam will reach its maximum

somewhere near the focal plane (Ref 1:49). The value of

"somewhere" is not strictly defined, so blooming in a plane

21



250 meters from the target might be feasible. However, one

might expect the most severe blooming to occur closer to the

focal (target) plane for a range of 1000 meters.

One explanation for the apparent disagreement in

blooming locations is the fact that the launch angles of the

rays from the target plane are small enough to keep the rays

close together as they propagate through the first few index

screens. Since all rays are launched from the same point in

the target plane, they all see essentially the same index

variation through the first few index screens. For this

reason, the point at which thermal blooming effects begin to

become noticeable is shifted away from the target plane.

Even if the rays are not kept close together, we would

still expect to see the same type curves as those in Figure

8, 9, and 10. Once the high energy beam has been thermally

bloomed, one might expect to see less significant charges in

refractive index between that point and the target plane.

Thus, those planes closest to the target plane would have

little or no effect on the Strehl ratios.

However, it must be pointed out. that the accuracy of

this particular analysis is dependent upon the accuracy of

the information determined in PROPMD. In certain

situations, the spacing between index screens could greatly

affect the resolution of index variations between these

index screens. For beam powers greater than 100,000 watts,

we would expect the point of maximum thermal blooming to

22
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shift farther away from the target plane. However, the

PROPMD program spaces the planes according to the number of

index screens requested. Thus, for higher beam powers, the

maximum blooming could occur in areas where screen spacing

is large.

26



V CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATLONS

The objectives of this study were to:

a. Develop a computer code based on geometrical

optics theory for propagating rays from a target plane to a

receiver plane via a thermally bloomed medium.

b. Analyze the effects on the rays of propagation

through a thermally bloomed medium.

Both of these objectives were met, and a listing of the

developed computer code was included in Appendix C.

The analysis showed that for the combination of high

beam powers and low crosswind speeds, the return wave in the

plane of the receiver was degraded to the point that the

Strehl ratio was always less than 0.1. Additionally,

limiting the size of the receiver aperture did not improve

the Strehl ratio no matter how small the aperture was.

For a crosswind of 144m/s, Strehl ratios could be

improved by using smaller receiver apertures. However, one

should be aware that tradeoffs must be made with respect to

the resulting input signal reduction and possible reduction

of the signal-to-noise ratio.

One significant result of this study was that ray

refraction caused by thermal blooming was negligible. Thus,

the rays were disturbed only with respect to their OPD

values. However, there was a tilt in the returning

wavefront. Since the propagating high energy beam was bent

27



into the wind, wavefronts traveling the same path were also

bent. This bending caused returning wavefronts to be tilted

with respect to the receiver plane.

Because light rays travel perpendicular to a wavefront,

wavefront tilt implies that the light rays are bent. In

this study, the affect of wavefront tilt on ray refraction

was ignored, and an estimate on the amount of tilt for the

100,000 watt case was not considered large enough to

invalidate the results of this study.

However, the effects of more significant amounts of

tilt must be considered since the TRACE program does not

accurately model the refraction of propagating rays. If

this tilt is large enough in comparison with the original

launch angle of an individual ray, then it can also have a

significant effect on the OPD calculations. Even if the

tilt is not significant at a range of 1000 meters and a beam

power of 100,000 watts, it must be considered for different

ranges and beam powers. Higher beam powers will cause imore

beam bending, and longer ranges will amplify the translation

effects of tilt in the receiver plane.

Depending on the accuracy of the PROPMD calculations,

the spacing of the index grid plane can have a significant

effect on the resolution of index changes between grid

points within an index plane. Therefore, in order to

achieve the best possible resolution, the optimum grid

spacing (optimum index array size) should be determined.

28



As a starting point, a linear interpolation scheme was

used to determine the index variations between two index

planes. Even though the process of thermal blooming is

nonlinear in nature, a linear interpolation scheme is

appropriate if PROPMD spaces the index screens properly.

However, the results of determining the location of thermal

blooming effects indicates that a higher order interpolation

scheme would be more accurate.

Based on the above conclusions, the following

recommendations are made:

1. The imaging optics should have the szmallest field-

of-view possible for the given minimum system requirements

on input signal strength and signal-to-noise ratio.

2. Further study should be done at higher beam powers

and longer ranges with effects of wavefront tilt included.

3. Further study should be done to determine the

optimum grid spacing necessary for accurate resolution of

index variations.

4. Investigation into the development of a higher

order model for index variations between index planes should

be made.

29
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A 1PPFNDI A

Lu n ebu r PIs -1 RePf r ac'i -)n- (cef 6 : 64~-6 6

The Luneburg 3-D refraction technique is generalized

for any shaped surface of interface betwecen two media of

different refractive indices (,Cc- Figure 11).

~ S

.7 T

Figure 11. Geometrical Representation

M i~s a unit vector in the direction of the surface normal of

S. T represents a unit vector in the directiJ.on of, t he

incident ray, and T' is the unitl vector of the refracted

ray.

Luneburg's analysis develop.- the equation

where rl is a scale factor.

Since it it known that the refracted ra-,y leaves the

surface in a plane formed by the incident ray and t1he
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surface normal M, it follows that the follow-ing vector

equation is true

The lengths of the two vectors in equation 9 yield Snell's

law

Sn - n 4 0)
where

is the angle of incidence

is the angle of refraction

The factor F is found by forming the scal,- product

I" = n, (T'.I n(T~')
or

P = n' co ' - rcosi' (c,)
The equation of the surface normal M in this study is

M: ox 4 c5Y4  i(

Let
PST , - + -z~ (t4))(I X, .y, Y + zI

and

T' + " +Z

Then equations 8, 13, 14, and 15 combine to give

fln ,+K + Z, 2 n ,x fy, 7, )
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Equation 16 can be rearranged to yield

= ( /) x, (17)

=(%0M Y, (

z4= (r-7+ nz /' (19)

Since T, T', and M are unit vectors,

T ~cM sin .)

T x S 1' )

Therefore, equation 9 gives

I - -cAr j"1 Sn 22

Combining equations 12 and 19 yields

z + 11 Z ' (z)

and the refracted unit vector T' is found.
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APPENDIX B

PROPMD A ThertriaJ B looming Mode]

PROPMD is a very sophisticated computer code written by

Dr. Charles B. Hogge of the Air Force W1eapons Laboratory.

The program has been designed to allow great latitude in

modeling the high-energy beam as well as the effects of

atmospheric absorption and turbulence on the beam's

propagation. PROPMD can simulate the firing of a laser beam

from either a stationary or moving platform. A crosswind at

any speed and at any angle with respect to the beam

propagation path can be selected, and the beam itself can

travel at any angle with respect to horizontal (i.e. an

airborne platform with the beam aimed downward and to the

rear of the aircraft). There are input parameters that can

simulate a particular atmospheric turbulence situation. The

beam characteristics (power, wavelength, beam size, pulse

length, etc.) are input along with appropriate values of the

absorption coefficients and relaxation times for carbon

dioxide (C02) and water in order to mode. the absorption of

the beam, particularly the C02 laser beam of wavelength 10.6

micrometers.

The actual location of phase (index) screens can either

be input by the user or left to the program to calculate

internally depending on how many screens are requested. For

5 and 10 screens, the internally generated spacirngs are as
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shown in Figure 12. Since the thermal blooming has its

greatest effect near the target plane, the screens are

neces4rily close together in that area of the propagation

path.

One important feature internal to the program is its

compression of the x-y grid as the beam propagates toward

the target. The overall grid size of the propagating beam

is reduced to simulate focusing of the beam. Consequently,

the spacing between index array elements is reduced.

LOCAT7CN CF PIVPA' Pi ~S-C3

YXITTEMR
I1 !. 1 _ "_"__

FOR FZVf, SCP.FW .3

XMI TTER TAW
S ._ £ -

FOR TEN'. GCRiEES-

Figure 12. Phase Screen Locations In FRC;P!lD
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The determination of thermal blooming effects at each

screen is actually a calculation of phase perturbations

across the beam grid. These perturbations are directly

related to the refractive index n and can be easily

converted.

For persons who wish to use PROPMD in conjunction with

TRACE, the following additions to PROPMD are needed:

1. In the program card of DEVICE, TAPE22 should be
added.

2. After line 131 of DEVICE, add:

WRITE(22) CITOT, WAVE, RANGE, PETAM, NSTP(1)

3. After line 97 of PROPMD, add:

DXPX = PX(2) - PX(1)
WRITE(22) DXPX, NLM

4. After line 995 of PROPMD, add:

WRITE(22) K, AZ

5. After line 49 of CWTHM, add:

DXPX = PX(2) - PX(1)
WRITE(22) DXPX
DO 969 II=1, NLM

969 WRITE(22) (UUS(II,JJ),JJ=1 ,NLM)

After a successful run of PROPMD, the data written on

tape 22 must still be manipulated. The data is oriented to

propagation towards the target. Whereas, the ray trace is

away from the target. Thus, the order of the screens must

be reversed.
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In addition, the following sample operation must be

performed on each screen's array (see DATA in Appendix C):

DO 100 I = 1, NLM
A(I,1) = 1. + PETAM
DO 100 J = 2, NLM
A(I,J) = A(I,J)/(2PI/WAVE) + (1. + PETAM)

100 CONTINUE

where 2PI = 6.28318.

Using the values of RANGE and AZ, the spacing betw,,een

screens can be calculated.

The following is a list of sample PROPMD input

parameters used in this study:

CITOT = .1 E-6 RADIN = 0.

WAVE = .106 E-4 RADOUT = 0.29 E+O

VEL = .141 E+3 BEAMSZ .29 E+1

RANGE = .1 E+4 BETA .2 E+1

FL .1 E+4 TURBCST .1 E-23

PALPWAT = .19 E-4 GRNDLEV .54 E+4

PALPC02 = .627 E-4 RATE .1 E+1

PTAU = .85 E-5 TPULSE = .1 E+1

PETAM .272 E-3 ADAP .1 E+1

PPO .1013 E+4 NRSS = 1

AZANGLE = -.9 E+2 NSTPSIZ = 0

ELANGLE = 0. GAREO = 0. , 0.

TMSDFLT = .1 E+1 PSCAT = .1 E-13

RATIO = .1 E+1 RHO = 0.

COORUPD .15 E+O BLOSS .1 E+1

THETAJ = 0. SOASP = 0.

39
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SOOL 0. ALTTRNS .5112 E+14

SEG l .E+l 99*0. NSTP =10 ,99*0

NSEGIIAX =1 WAVESBQ =0.

CORRL =0
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" TXIII. TYIN' TZIN FiPE lIP'ECT IOH C-07: IHE. OF I 1_: I tEHI F,'7Y
ON DINI T Fit-111 THE Fl FECT I OH C-. I tE: E OF THE FEF:FICTED PiF'(

*, OH- OUTPUIT

* ArNIN '.F1HF: 17. THE I ID1E::.: OF THE I HE:IDIEHT 'fPE;7P~iCTED:' FRY
*THETARF= PEFR~c.TrIH FrijIBLE

tX I P= f I N Fi Rr i F:) t.T::. I H
TY I t-i= (Firi 1 H. t FIPF' 4-T) INH

T I-!P H 70C THETRP'
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*F"j V' LPI-i~ RFj I HUT .'LIEOF I-'LFH-i FiLPHRi Y
CT1. -, RLPH tj:: FiL P H i FiLP LPHF

t 0 *44#6 +- 6 0 0 V, 4. ) (.40 (. 0, 0 0 4 8 4, 4 V8

D 11- rEriN 10r ti I IL ~H L) A I t i jE-: N L t L'

*PFOFTIri :CPFENtC. C-irzrF C:FILrHI-'-TE'D IdITH FE:F1TTO THE 2r1TITTEP
0 PL R -1E R Dt i-P PRY 'RI L 1. 1; * 1~ "- 1 711 THE UPIF-'EF LEFT-HRtIl- C.OFHiE2
+ OF THE GPFII' IHEN LE,3ct].: IH'3FOM.' T HE 2IIT TE P. TH EFODFE' MY
0 rT E F'O L AT I D t I-r FR02 T-FE IPPE;; P:iI3HT-HF-itil I:CUH

# GPPA 3ItD C:EMj'.PjiTE CF THF p FiR,,
* %'P'A f i- Pv 3If r, O~iNT OF THE W,
* HL APPAY 2IE OF THE PPOP111 PHHASE .CFE N
*DELX.Y = z3It':PCri FT FF'OPMtll FPASE :7 C PEE H

E I ~ir IrBP OUF THE Pf;* 11TH I NI IT: E:UWJ4lL E
S IXL IY-,H = 7 'I :' . ' YF'::FY '.-' . '::*

o* ErIDE:*;,F =FI~iL ILITEPPFiTED VA.'LUE OF THE I N E1 E

I F (I F A tL I' . CT 1) G 0 T0 1 i i
*OLILY I.dRrLiT TO : :ET UP 2 V 7 ATPICE.7: FOR FIPRJ.:T FRY- OF THE F:ULIFLE

S CET UP COOP'DINIITE rPr::I: ~ IIFECTIONIC.
* lITHA CELITEF. OF (3F IDt '*''i II L~: ~ LL2' 1)

tELXYa =EEL'2 ,Y/

t1L2 N L/2a
DD 99 I=141LiL



TO ' 7= IFIa- ,T EL::.::i +1I'-.II GiEL.::

I F: Pt) Lu TT i L 1:17-,T

I F P Fi);. GT. 1:'' G30 TO .C
I F C-fFK-R)-. L T. -' HL. 1- TO 'c

I NTERPOLAiT I; u: FOP' G3P I i \RL UE

IDO 120 I=S -NL

IX I
G30 TO 1CC

120 COAT I IJE

NOld LOOl'ItAG FOtP THE :3PI R ''LL11E

130 DO0 140:1 =2 N
IF 01VRA). LT. '-- 'I' GO0 TO 140
IYL = I
lYH = I - 1
6O TO 150,

140 C:OrT I NUE

*INTERPnLRiTING FOP 171N T~ .~iU LCt":iTED

*INC.:IE'E THE E;O0>- OF FOUR' MRTPI>: Yr~LLJE*!
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r-'-']L - o,1[,TRl ,I iHPFU.T OUFITF'U.T •] FE2 ,TAFr'E.21 '.

Ii rI:H i ] f ~r.P AE '1 i ' EL: : 11 ', 64, ,.'.- , F:, t.4, , .4. , I_ ' ,E.4. . ,

B! i ,6 :.-.t: ,E,.64*64.- , F ItL>::,',11:' DELTFI 1:'
D ~I i; .11I Gq,,4, 64, ,,H , 4 4 .P . ' ,R 4 .4), 6:'. 1 - 64 ,,T ,: 4, ,4

F , , EhEF' fl-,E, FFUi4GE, FETtr1. I i Z

L EL:: r 1., I Lr'l

I'D A L - 1415E-..-.,.E

T.. ('I, I + PET1Fi tl
9-' COHT I rilE

F, E A r , D E L :: :

tI 5 1 5 HLH
5 FE iri ,2( ,: 7 ' T: , 1 1 = q 1 N L 1i:,

F'EF; , ,t: -1 t4 LFd E ,:.2 , DEL. i'::
PER, "--)DEL .1

ri 0 E. J =I,.HNL 11
6 PFI1s 2,': C ' : ' . - J=1 , rLI1:'

P'E R D a2 t 4;:L P t E 11 EL <;
F E Rq D 22 ' , E 4)-'' 2"

D 0 7 I=1,HLH

7 I ,: : H : I Y' J= I HLI':

FE' R D 2 ' L Fi"E 14'* EL 4'

DO 8 I=I,ILMt

: F'EFiT' ',E:': ,:3 ,; I ,, J:, * ._1= 1 , HLI:

8 EPEt' I~E: TL -~tA J= I i L :M)
rPE R , f2., H11 F 1tE : L Z ('

P.E A1D (22 :, I!EL>:',Y, :

DO ':, I=I,-NL "

9 P Fir' 2'' 'F 1 ( I : -J' J= 1 %NLM)
PF' ,: ' r iHE ,56:' , DELZ :E,

'E FIT ,-' ' .~' TIE L ::Y A ",

DO I0 I=IlqLt

(i F'EFI ,:2'2, ,E ,:1 .J:', .=1 i Lri)

RE •t -:E .,: rF'A P" '7-,, EL " :",

.E Rt'. -'-".:' rI EL:: "7"
P E II AT,:22:' , t iP'L F IE ,: T:, D IELZ (:.7)

110 11 I=,AbLM

11 :ER i , ' '-: 'I , ' , .J.= !, "AL M)
P.EFt :,:' H 'LEIPL ,::::, EL ':--'

.EAID (:2 :, DEL::;., ':9.'
DO 1:? I=1L0-lr

12 'ER.iT ,: " :C ': I .J: N LI:'

P EF;T ,. "' 1F'-LFNE '9:, D tEL ,9::

PE I' D 11 E L ::.::' ':1 0:,
Do 1. =I,rt4Lt1

13 PEFDt ,'8::, ,: ,, : ':1, .J:, , _1
F'E R',:-- 1 2 :, F'L RriE ,:I i, ,' [EL: :1 0:

REF I , ;'". DEL2::) ,: 11'
DO 14 I=1r-itLM
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14 F'E iTalS:s ,R '1 .I ) -1=1,ILM'
FE;Il ,2:, HFLFitrE f 1 ' 1 ELZ 11
FF4 - " F tI'4C.E
il 1 1=1.11

t. ' I: , PR - 1EL 12- '

IF I.EE. 1 iGD TO 16
-; 1i fuI.E

16 CO:NT I HUE
[,0 2'2 I=1~HLr1
DO:I, IJ = I-

E ':I ' =

F I1) I

H: I, 1):= 0.

l' 21 .J=lHiLMP

B'I,..:,= 1':I j f E:: + T 'I J:
C *: I .J . :, = a : I, q . I -i : ]JE :'- Ti, I, !

SlI,.-= liI , DIE.:: + T1 ,.:'

E'I .J:'= E I , . I E::: + T' I ,.j:'
F I, .J:= F I C I:. E + T',.J:'

JI': , C. =: [':I,.J:.-. E:: + T
N I, ._1:,= H,: I, .. :'...I T. c -iE> + T ':I,.J:'

' , J:'= P . J : ' .. " F::: . + T ,:'

22 CO:tIT I HUE
i,..ITE (21::) PFOI7P, 11',.,'E, RRH3E, PETAM

FIP:.':T PLRHE I TRFRGET FLRHE
MR I.TE (21) HI2, rNLM
Id'ITE 21' 'ELTRZ ::'
WP I TE :21 HPLFuHE:' , l'EL.'r ': 11")
DO 31 I=IHLIM

•31 , I T E ,:2 1, 1: AI .J: J= I, NLM)

I.P I TE :21, !ELT T 2:,
IP I TE (21 tiFL~iHE ,2, DELV') t" 1Y.
110 :32 I =1,Ht1

32 LIP I ITE '21:' ,1I: .: J J= 1, NL M'
IIP ITE ,21:' ,ELTI : '-::
1.1 I TE =21" H LFHE ':' i'EL::.::'(" ',

DO *::-: I = 1 Il
C3 IIP I TE ,:21 ) ,:: C ,: I, ._:, • ._1 1 I tM

tPITE ,.21. DELTZ (4'
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iM I TE ,: 21 .' rF'LINE ,:J> D:EL:;::",' (<8')
N IA I ELI'I

'L:4 hiF I rE , -1, ,D :I ....!:1 1':7 1 '2.1 ' rELTR , :5.1
I T, E: 1 , rFL 7iHE ,: :,, DEL:,::',' :.

Ii =>~ 11 % NLM
IIFI.. E. tEI" JNLTFC
LIP i E: L 1 :, L i E S ' :
1., I.TE_: 1:', PLFRN E 6 DL::-. :
110 .::,2 I= 1 HLH

:3 6 A., -1 E : 1 : , _1 : J=. I1 !, HU-il:

IAI IT E ,:aP 1 :ELTR: 73
I,R I TE ( 1 T L IR-4HE k :, ! D EL:::.Y ':"."
D e] _ : 7 I = 1, L i

37 WP. I TE C-, 1 ( 15 1. 1 .. = 1 J , NL:
1. R I T E 2:' 1 11 PLF-iE ,1 ' • E L:::: ,-
1-1 R -"'. I =I,'2 NPLr._;I E DEL 4)

3 ;. I TE ' 1:' .H .1 .J = 1 r IL M :,)

t,.I-' I TE ,:' E L T R-" , 1:'
1.,IF I Ti°E I:;' P L F HE :' E L::.:: ('

WP lF, TE '. ' 'R''' I, ..: J .J= 1, H rNU :
I;RF I TE ,QA) D ,rE LTF - ' ":I0>
hlP I TE (,::- 1 ): t"4F'LItIE ':1 f" ,D L:::Y :-":

B0d 4f% 1=14,,U1,
40 WR, IF TE ,:;-' : . :'T, !:, .j=1, rILK':

W, F; I TE :_ I D'EL TPZ kA , 11:
WI,..'ITE ,:' 1 :,HF'LRNE ,-A 1: DI'EL::-": (I':

DO 41 I1=,HL1
41 IWRI TE ,:2 1 ( ,T ,"' I, J) J= 1, 4NL IT1)

Pr?'I t-T , .. .

PP I NT -, POrIEP IFi'.E F:FiHG E
FPRIHT,

EIIFILE I
STOP
END
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VITA

Michael Thomas Baker was born on 25 June 1948 in

Greensboro, North Carolina. He graduated from high school

in Burlington, North Carolina in 1966 and attended North

Carolina State University for two years. In 1968, he

enlisted in the United States Air Force where he served as a

telecommunications systems control specialist. He left the

Air Force as a staff sergeant in 1973 and reentered North

Carolina State University, from which he received the degree

of Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering in August

1976. While attending North Carolina State University, he

was a member of the Air Force Reserve Officer Training Corps

from which he received his Commission in December 1976. His

first assignment was to Sacramento Air Logistics Center at

McClellan AFB, California in February 1977 as a

communications systems engineer, and he remained there until

entering the School of Engineering, Air Force Institute of

Technology, in June 1979.

Permanent address: 3327 Arapaho Way

North Highlands, California 95660
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